The purpose of this article is to compare the accuracy of forecasts for natural gas prices as reported by the Energy Information Administration's Short-Term Energy Outlook 
Introduction
It is important for policy purposes to accurately forecast natural gas prices. Many policy decisions such as regulatory action in technologies (i.e., appliance efficiency standards), use of public lands (i.e., mineral exploration) and foreign policy may all be influenced by changing expectations about natural gas prices. For example AEO natural gas price forecasts have consistently over-estimated the price every year since 1982, never falling below 68%. 1 The inaccuracy of these forecasts has encouraged economists and energy policy makers to seek alternative methods to forecast natural gas prices.
The natural gas futures market provides an alternative forecast of natural gas prices determined by the interaction of numerous buyers and sellers in the natural gas market. Natural gas futures markets were set up in 1989 to help insure buyers against the risk of energy price fluctuations. In theory, futures market prices summarize privately available information about natural gas supply and demand. As a result, some economists believe that prices determined in the futures markets provide accurate price forecasts.
Policy makers can turn to two primary sources of information about future natural gas prices -price forecasts based upon economic models of energy supply and demand and price forecasts derived from the natural gas futures market. Historically, policy makers have relied almost exclusively upon forecasts based upon economic models. This article tests the hypothesis that the futures market is a more accurate predictor of natural gas prices than STEO. This paper is divided into four sections. The first section provides an overview other natural gas price forecasts. An overview of the existing literature is provided in the second section. The third section evaluates the accuracy of price forecasts obtained from the STEO and from the Henry Hub futures market and the fourth section recommendations for future directions.
Overview of Other Natural Gas Price Forecasts
Researchers and policy makers utilize natural gas price forecasts to inform a range of government energy policy options. The continued effectiveness of government policies 2 National Gas Transmission and Distribution Module (NGTDM) of NEMS regional supply and demand curves are adjusted to determine a price for "delivered" gas (well head price + pipeline transportation (including any storage fees) + any "shortage" premium due to an imbalance of local demand with available supply. The adjustment, the STEO scale factor, change each iteration in such a way as to cause the sum of NEMS regional price forecast for the forecast year to approximate closely the STEO natural gas price. The STEO scale factors are phased out over the five years following the last STEO year, this is not done for the wellhead prices because the prices that define the supply curves are predominantly based on the solved-for prices in the previous forecast year; this structure results in a relatively smooth transition into the forecast. 3 In 1978 the Natural Gas Policy Act was passed which essentially created a single nation-wide natural gas market, equalizing supply with demand and allowing market forces to determine the price of natural gas at the wellhead. In 1982, the first AEO was published based on the Intermediate Future Forecasting System (IFFS), replacing the Annual Report to Congress (published from 1977 Congress (published from -1981 which satisfied a 1977 Department of Energy Organization Congress Act mandate which required energy forecasts to be provided and updated annually. A the request of Congress and with the assistance of the National Academy in the early 1990s, the Energy Information Administration (EIA) began developing the National Energy Modeling System (NEMS), which improved upon the IFFS model "representation of electricity and natural gas markets, demand-side management programs, development of renewable sources, and environmental policies." (Calvin, K., 2004) 4 are predicted on accurate price information to insure that energy saving benefits exceed consumer costs.
Private organizations regularly issue other price forecasts (Table 1) . Typically, the analytical core of these models includes energy supply equations estimated from historical mineral abundance, exploration and capital investment data, and energy demand equations estimated from macro-economic models of the economy. The data used in such equations may represent the best information available to researchers at the time, but is by definition, historical (Budzick, P, 2004 ).
[Insert Table 1 ]
Literature Review
The poor track record of energy price forecasting models has encouraged analysts to turn to other sources of information about future energy prices, including most prominently, energy futures markets. Energy futures markets are 'hubs' that price and market natural gas. Walls (1995) , examining several years of spot prices finds that, in general, gas futures are unbiased predictors of future spot prices whereas Herbet (1993) finds bias in natural gas futures prices where futures prices are greater than realized spot prices. Chinn et al (2005) finds futures prices to be unbiased predictors of future spot prices, with the exception of those in the natural gas market at the three month horizon and they slightly outperform time series models. This study builds upon the existing literature by investigating the accuracy of forecast methods up to the 24 month horizon.
Comparison of STEO Natural Gas Price Forecasts and Henry Hub Foreward Prices
Several futures markets exist but for the purposes of this study we selected the Henry Hub market, reported on the New York Mercantile Exchange (NYMEX). Henry
Hub prices are more widely accessible and have been reported over a longer time period than other futures markets in the country.
As described above, the STEO price forecasts are generated from analytical tools applied to historical data while Henry Hub foreward prices are generated from the expectations about changes in the natural gas market.
STEO and Henry Hub report their natural gas prices in different units, for the purposes of this study the price data has been converted to a single unit, dollars per thousand cubic feet averaged across quarters. A comparison of STEO versus Henry Hub is based on a two year ahead January price forecasts from STEO's U.S. Energy Price table and Henry Hub's historical documents. The daily and monthly price "forecasts" from these sources were transformed into quarterly price forecasts, using simple averages. Thus, a two year ahead STEO quarterly price forecast could be directly compared with a similar two year ahead quarterly Henry Hub forward price.
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The accuracy of these two quarterly price forecasts is measured by the forecast error, which is defined in this study as the difference between the forecasted price and the price. Table 2 shows the futures market error and STEO error by quarters for the first 12 months of the two year ahead forecast. Table 3 shows the futures market error and STEO error by quarters for months 13-24 of the two year ahead forecast. The futures market 6 "forecast" error averaged over the six year period of the study has an average error of -0.23 and a standard deviation of 1.22. The STEO forecast of error for the same period is an average error of -0.52 and standard deviation of 1.36.
[Insert Tables 2 and 3 [Insert Fig. 1 and 2] 
Recommendations for Future Directions
Overall, the results suggest that the futures market is a more accurate predictor of natural gas prices than STEO for a 24 month forecast period. Naturally, the next step is to determine how these results can inform researchers and policy makers who utilize natural gas prices to develop federal energy policy. The analysis presented in this article is only possible because the futures market began to produce forward prices longer than a 12 month horizon in the mid-1990s. Allowing researchers to investigate this overlap with forecast models such as STEO to determine which approach, those based on economic models or on the market, is more accurate and unbiased. Recently, the futures market has 7 begun producing forward prices out to the five year horizon. This longer period of overlap may interesting to AEO and STEO to compare the accuracy of the futures market compared to their economic model. 
